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Bel wins Goliath Google Fight
BRILLIANT BELINDA HELPS MILLIONS OF DISABLED
PEOPLE AFTER WINNING ‘IMPOSSIBLE’ VICTORY
By Student Editor Olivia,15,
and Environment Editor, Jack, 15

Ex-Worle student Belinda Bradley has changed the lives
of millions of people after winning an ‘impossible’ fight
to change Google Maps worldwide for wheelchair users.
Now after doing a Ted Talk to the world, she is helping WCSA students
with tips to support the environment, mental health charity In Charley’s
Memory and more.
“I found my voice at WCSA with Student Voice. This battle looked
impossible but we did it. Anyone can do this by staying loud.” said
Belinda.
For full story see page 3

See our website to watch
the interview.
www.worle-school.org.uk
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Dozens of students made up to 4,000
face masks and 100 PPE scrubs for
the NHS and care homes
The Academies of the Priory
Learning Trust (TPLT) rallied
together for 41 days solid to help the
NHS battle Covid-19.
Their 50-strong face masks and scrubs
teams have also been distributing the
items to health workers across the
region, from Weston super Mare,
Highbridge, Burnham, Taunton and

beyond with the help of the Grand Pier
and donating local businesses.
Neville Coles, CEO of TPLT said:
“This has been a tremendous effort to
help health workers who have been
desperately in need. “We wanted to let
health workers, the NHS and carers
know we are supporting them in the
battle against coronavirus.”

TKASA 6th FORM
ING 6TH FORM

PLACES STILL AVAILABLE IN OUR OUTSTAND
FOR SEPTEMBER 2020-21

•

International reputation with students
joining us from many European countries!
Very popular and inclusive 6th Form with
focus on aspirations, fulfilling potential and
achieving excellent grades
2019-20 highlights include students
receiving offers from Oxford and Harvard
Over 25 courses including A level French,
German and Computer Science
Dynamic Creative Arts Faculty includes A
levels in Music, Drama, Photography, Fine
Art and Design
Chance to develop leadership skills in our
6th Form Students' Union
Join a range of clubs, societies
and sports teams

•

•
•
•

•
•

Contact Jgaskell@tkasa.org.uk
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Free laptop!
Travel bursaries
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www.tkasa.org.uk
@KAS6thForm
Burnham Road, Highbridge, Somerset, TA9 3EE
Tel:01278 784881
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Ex-WCSA student takes on the world's biggest
tech company (Google), and wins!
By Olivia Finch

In 2013 Belinda
Bradley left Worle
Community School
Academy. Within just
a few years she
campaigned against the biggest digital
force in the world and WON!
Now Google Maps have introduced an
‘accessible places’ option to help
wheelchair users to get around, all thanks
to Belinda.
Her campaign began when she tried to take
a trip to London with her mum who had
recently become disabled.

After masterminding a world campaign and
visiting Google HQ to meet their bosses,
she finally got them to change their whole
global system.
Now she has just delivered a prestigious
TED talk and is helping students and people
at WCSA and beyond to start campaigns to
help the world to be a better place
She said: “The whole journey of the petition
was about getting representation for
millions of people.
“The result has been fantastic, but even
more importantly, we've now built this
massive platform for change.
“I hope to use it to continue speaking up for
all people with alternative needs and

BBC EMMA WOWED BY STUDENTS

addressing the challenges they face. It takes
a lot of determination but it really proves
how much you can achieve when you work
for it. You've just got to put yourself out
there.”
Belinda sent her petition to everyone she
knew, including her friends and teachers at
WCSA.
Principal Jacqui Scott said: “Everyone at
our Academy is delighted and proud of
Belinda and her incredible achievements.
She is living proof that all things are
possible, with hard work, enthusiasm and
determination.”

Did you know
...
We taste most of ou
r food
with smell, and our
mouths can only
sense 5 different
types of flavours.

By Jill Dando Reporters

Dozens of pupils and children
celebrated the launch of the latest
Jill Dando News Centre in
sensational early spring sunshine.

For the latest news see

Just days before Britain
went into lockdown,
popular radio presenter
Emma Britton from BBC
Bristol launched the latest centre at
Pawlett Primary School Academy.
Reporters aged 9 to 15 carried out
story-writing workshops helped by
professional journalists and photojournalists.
They also officially opened the
expansion of Jill’s Garden out of
Weston-super-Mare town centre into
the Pawlett school grounds, with seven
apple trees donated by Sanders Garden
Centre.
Emma said: “I really love good news,
and Jill Dando centres are full of
positive and inspiring stories. Well
done to all the children who have
helped to get this off the ground in Jill’s
memory.”

worlecommunityschool and Priorycsa

Did you know...
Our brains have around
100 billion neurons –
which is roughly the
same amount of Stars
in the Galaxy.

@WorleSchool and @Priorycsa
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Sensational Jack leads team
to make exceptional eco mag
By Olivia Finch, 15

Even during the lockdown, Jack Clark and the student team were
pressing ahead with plans for new Academy magazine, The Green
Gazette.
His new magazine shows what magnificent projects have been taking
place to help the environment at WCSA. Jack also plans to take his
magazine and roadshow presentation into primary schools across the
area.
Principal Jacqui Scott said: “This magazine is a fantastic piece of work.
Well done to everyone involved.”

Did you know...
WCSA is one of the best
academies in the region for
environmental travel to
school?

The Academy has electric bikes, cycle training, bike
fixing, a travel ‘champion’ and excellent walking and
road safety skills, and they also won a prestigious
award.
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Over 2000 ‘well done’ certificates have been
sent out to inspirational hardworking students
at a Weston Academy since Lockdown began
WCSA have praised nearly 700 of the students who have received 1 or
more certificates from their teachers since the start of Lockdown.
Year 8, Robert Stuart (pictured) has received the highest of certificates so
far with 21 and counting.
At the end of last term five students who had
the highest number of certificates altogether
received prizes of Amazon vouchers.
His mum, Mrs Stuart, said: “We are so
proud of Robert’s work ethic and
achievements during lockdown. “It is great
to see him and other students rewarded for
their efforts.”
Principal Jacqui Scott said: “Our students
have been working hard at home to keep up
with their studies throughout Lockdown.
This has required a huge amount of
dedication from them and also from their
parents, who have supported them so well
during this crisis.”

worlecommunityschool

@WorleSchool
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Thomas is a National Maths Olympiad
By Archie,12, and Lewis, 12

Brilliant Thomas Duford, 14, is the first
student ever from WCSA to qualify for
the prestigious Cayley Olympiad
competition.
Amazingly he is also being tutored by an
Oxford University Maths expert.
Now he joins an Elite UK group of students
in Britain. Head of Maths, Sean Wood said:
“Thomas is an exceptionally rare talent and
is so humble despite achieving so much
already.”

Thomas, left, with other fantastic students from WCSA

ROALD DAHL DRAMA HEROES
By Joshua Keyes, Sports Editor, 14

Pupils from Ashcombe Primary School
enjoyed a stunning two day drama
workshop run by WCSA.
They enjoyed a workshop extravaganza of
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.
Ashcombe Head teacher, John Clark said:
“The pupils and staff had an absolutely
fantastic time with two days of fun and
learning.”
WCSA Principal Jacqui Scott said: “It was
wonderful to host all the pupils and staff.
They were brilliant in their performances”.

A brilliant, caring and compassionate Academy
WCSA is a high-achieving brilliant
Academy. It has inspirational teachers who
challenge and squeeze every bit of potential
out of students.
The Academy now is looking forward to nearly
£1 million of site improvements over the next
few months.
And it is also one of the best Academy's around
for pastoral care, caring and nurturing students.
Head of Year 7, Rachel Brace, pictured left,
said: “Our transition starts and goes on for nine
months, and we give a separate area for the
year seven students. Our priority is for them
to be settled and happy.”

For the latest news see

Rachel is pictured with Principal Jacqui Scott and Vice Principal Adam Griffin

worlecommunityschool

@WorleSchool
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Top mental health tips from In Charley's Memory
Smile, walk, deep breathe and more...
Supporting
IN CHARLEY’S MEMORY

F @ICMCharity

MAKING MENTAL HEALTH MATTER

By Environment Editor, Jack Clark,
Olivia Finch and Aimee Braithwaite

Over the past decade, we’ve
seen a considerable change
in how people view mental
health issues. We’re starting
to recognise that people’s
mental
health
is
as
important as our physical
health.
But we’ve also seen a
dramatic increase in students
with mental health problems.
In Charley’s Memory is
helping the mental wellbeing of hundreds of 11 to 25 year
olds in Somerset, encouraging, training and giving ongoing
counselling support for as long as needed.
The amazing charity was set up five years ago by the mother
of a former The King Alfred’s School Academy student in
Highbridge, who sadly took his own life after mental health
issues. Nationally, the demand for mental health support has
rocketed and In Charley's Memory now find themselves
helping on average 145 young people each year in their local
vicinity.

Uniquely the charity will never turn away anyone
asking for help, the sessions are open ended.

01278 557490

Our Jill Dando reporters caught up with the head of inspirational charity,
In Charley’s Memory to discover her tips to boost mental well-being.
Olivia, Aimee and Jack quizzed Dawn Carey about her general mental
health tips for young and old during and beyond COVID-19.
3 Realise a bad day is totally normal. Everyone has them.
3 Regularly just stop for five minutes and breathe deeply. Do really
long, slow, deep breaths in through your nose. “I promise you it
works!” said Dawn.
3 Turn off social media or stop using it so much. It can be a real time
waster and can be bad for mental well-being. Dawn told the reporters
that people forget that social media is not real life. She said: “To get
the perfect picture, sometimes people would have taken 100 photos
and used photoshop. Never ever compare yourself with anyone.”
3 Spend at least 20 minutes away from technology
3 Do regular exercise - walking, running, cycling or games such as
tennis. “This is a crucial way to relieve stress, short five minute
bursts are good.”
3 Talk, share your emotions and be proactive with friends.
3 Laugh. It is a good stress reliever.
Dawn told the reporters: “We all need to remember that this COVID-19
and other issues are not going to last forever. This too shall pass.”
She added: “Take up any support from friends and family and do a
random act of kindness for someone else”.
“Saying something kind, or doing something good for others, is a great
way to boost our own mental well-being.”

ARISE £33 MILLION
SIR TOM

Inspirational group helps its
members through COVID-19

In what is one of the best
good news stories of the
year during the miserable
Covid-19 crisis, Colonel
Tom Moore, 100, who
single-handedly raised
£33 million for NHS
charities is to be knighted
by the Queen.
The retired army Captain, aimed to raise 1,000 for
NHS charities by doing 100 laps of garden using
his walking frame – but he ended up raising a
whopping £33 million.
His story of optimism, inspiration and hope has
given hope to Britain and the world. The plucky
World War Two veteran even broke his hip 18
months ago. Now he is to be given a knighthood.

A Worle-based cancer support group has been continuing right
through COVID-19 with phone calls to support its members.
‘FUCHSIA’ meets in the community-based Nightjar Pub outside
WCSA to support dozens of people with teas and coffees, support
and encouragement.
Julie Crowther, who helps run the group,
said: “It’s a real shame we have had to
temporarily suspend our coffee mornings
but it’s important to me that I keep in
contact with all my FUCHSIA members.
“We can’t wait to all be reunited hopefully
in the near future so we can celebrate our
10 year anniversary and continue with our
fantastic, relaxed cancer support group.”
FUCHSIA meets every Thursday morning
10-12 at the Nightjar Pub.
Contact Julie - 07896699627 or email her hello@fuchsia.org.uk
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Two schools join together to learn
journalism the Jill Dando way

AMAZING EMMA, 11, INSPIRED
BY JILL TO A FUTURE TV CAREER

By Castle Batch and Ashcombe Jill Dando reporters

Emma Latchford is eager to become a
news reader on TV - similar to Jill
Dando who also made the path from
WCSA.
The pupil, of Castle Batch Primary School
Academy, is part of the school’s Jill Dando
News, which trains up children to
be positive, aspirational and to find
inspirational good news stories.
Emma said: "Jill was an inspiring woman
and I would love to follow her news
reading path.”

Jill Dando reporters of Castle Batch
Primary School Academy, visited pupils
from Ashcombe Primary School to share
tips.
Castle Batch has had a Jill Dando News
Centre for two years, and Ashcombe are
now busy planning one. They interviewed

By Harrison, 10, and Sophie, 10

an incredible Ashcombe pupil, aged 8, who
is taking a national swimming campaign to
the Government. The school’s are both
excellent. Patron Nigel Dando said: “This
is tremendous news. Jill loved a good news
story and would love the thought of
children writing stories in her memory.”

TV JOURNALIST QUIZZED
By Jill Dando News Team & Castle Batch Jill Dando reporters

Good news for Weston’s young
footballers and families
By Sports Editor Josh Keyes, 14

Amazing child reporters aged 10 and 11 got the chance to turn
the tables on BBC TV journalist Tracy Miller.
The pupil’s from Castle Batch Primary School Academy met Tracy
during her time filming one of their stories at the Academy.
They asked her what it was like to be a reporter on TV, and what she
most enjoyed about her job, amongst a host of other things.
Teacher, Jack Chambers said: “The pupil reporters are brilliant.”

Weston-super-Mare AFC has opened up more spaces in
their Under 7 and Under 8 age groups after a big
expansion.
The Seagulls are 1 of only 22 clubs outside of the football
league nationally to be a licensed Academy and the only one
in North Somerset. The ambitious club can now produce even
more footballing talent, with the hopes they'll progress through
to the First Team and onto professional clubs.
"We want to establish ourselves as the number one junior
Academy in Somerset" Foundation Phase Manager Matt
Bazell said. "We're well on the way to achieving this and now
opening up more spaces within our Under 7 and Under 8 age
groups is the final step. Everyone at The Club and Academy
is pulling in the same direction, meaning there has never been
a better time to join Weston-super-Mare AFC, especially in
our Under 7 and Under 8 provisions”.
Weston AFC have invested in their Academy significantly over
the past few years, with a FIFA quality £650,000 3G pitch
installed in 2018. They also have a state-of-the-art VEO
camera system, allowing Academy matches to be filmed,
providing coaches and players with the tools to analyse
and improve player performance. The Club are continuing to
run free training sessions for all Under 6 children. For
information on how to trial for Weston-super-Mare AFC's
Under 7s and Under 8s, email Matt.Bazell@wsmafc.co.uk
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
AFC ACADEMY UNDER 6s

TRAIN
FOR FREE
COME AND JOIN US
5-6PM EVERY FRIDAY

foundation.phase@wsmafc.co.uk

For the latest news see

worlecommunityschool and Priorycsa

@WorleSchool and @Priorycsa
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“An amazing Academy,
helping me discover my
true passions and pushing
me to achieve more”
By Jack Clark, Head Boy
Over the last 4 years, WCSA has helped
me to discover my real passions as a
student and pushed me to achieve more.
WCSA has given me the opportunity to
lead an environmental group, found a
LGBT+ support group, become a
journalist, host assemblies and so much
more because of the amazing and
supportive environment the academy has
created. WCSA continues to be an amazing

WORLE
COMMUNITY
SCHOOL

We Challenge,
We Support,
We Achieve

Academy to receive cash injection of nearly one million
pounds to provide state-of-the art facilities

8

thousands of pounds being spent on
flooring, lighting and state-of-the-art
decoration.
The funding boost will mean the academy
becomes one of the largest school
campuses in the region.
Principal Jacqui Scott said “We are
absolutely thrilled with this funding which
will further enhance our academy”.

For the latest news see

worlecommunityschool

By Darja Kutumova
I love our Academy because it gave me
an opportunity to meet so many new
kind people whom I adore!
The Academy is filled with some of the
nicest people I’ve ever met and worked
with. For example, the teachers at our
Academy are some of the kindest and most
fun, they’ve taught me so much over the
years.

Help us celebrate
our 50th
birthday in 2021
We are now looking for former
students, teachers and other staff
from across the world to get in touch
with their memories and stories of
success as part of our celebrations.
Former TV presenter, Jill Dando was
just one of the tens of thousands of
students who have left WCSA to
achieve amazing things.
We would love to hear from you,
if you have been a former student or
staff member at the Academy:
shatcher@worle-school.org.uk

50 YEA

The brilliant WCSA will have
retractable seating for over 300 students
by September.
This sees WCSA having one of the biggest
stages of any venue in Weston-super-Mare
outside of The Weston Playhouse.
The high-achieving, caring Academy hosts
some of Britain’s best drama performances
throughout the year attended by local
primary school pupils, and the new stateof-the-art auditorium will be a perfect
setting to expand its music, drama and the
Arts.
WCSA will also have massive
improvements to the sports hall, changing
rooms and gymnasium, with hundreds of

“The Academy
is filled with
some of the
nicest people
I’ve ever met”

R
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Worle Community School Academy has
helped me to grow as an individual
through the diverse range of activities it
offers.
I have had the opportunity to participate in
a range of clubs varying from sport to
science to journalism. WCSA also has an
extremely welcoming atmosphere where all
the staff are approachable and easy to talk
to; I know if I ever had a concern there are

Academy that puts students at the forefront
of every decision and makes sure students
achieve nothing but the best and I am proud
to be part of such a brilliant Academy.

RS

By Olivia Finch, Head Girl

multiple people that I could go to for
guidance. However, the aspect I love most
about being a student at WCSA is that the
staff encourage me to be my best everyday.
I have gained confidence, knowledge,
friendships and so much more during my
time at WCSA. I feel honoured and
privileged to be a student of the Academy.

S

E

“Staff encourage me to be
my best every day”

ANNIV

@WorleSchool

